
 

WARHAMMER			40,000			IN			THE			DARKER			MILLENNIUM		
By			the			Anonymous			Screamer-Killer,			aka			“Screaming			‘Nid			Anon”		

 

“When   the   people   forget   their   duty   they   are   no   longer  
human   and   become   something   less   than   beasts.   They   have  
no   place   in   the   bosom   of   humanity   nor   in   the   heart   of   the  
Emperor.   Let   them   die   and   be   forgotten.”  

—   from   Prime   Edicts   of   the   Holy   Synod   of   the  
Adeptus   Ministorum  

 
Welcome  to  the  core  rules  playtest  document  for  the          
Warhammer		40k	  remake  project, Darker		Millennium	.  What 	    	   
began  as  a  simple  concept,  to  port  newer  factions  and           
model  lines  back  to  the  second  edition,  evolved  into          
something  much  greater.  In  the  �inal  version  of  these  rules,           
I  will  include  a  full  introduction  here,  but  for  now,  let  me             
summarize   the   goals   I   set   out   to   accomplish:  
 
First,  create  a  new Warhammer	 	40k	  that  recaptures  the     	     
deep  �lavour  and  immersive  feel  of  the  second  edition,  with           
support  for  newer  models  and  factions  that  don’t  have          
of�icial   rules   from   that   era.  

 
Secondly,  and  this  is  where  I  must  have  gone  insane,           
update  the  game’s  mechanics  to  modern  tabletop  wargame         
design  standards  in  terms  of  turn  structure,  activation  and          
morale  rules.  In  doing  this,  I  looked  primarily  at  other           
games  developed  by 40k	 design  legends  Rick  Priestley,    	     
Andy  Chambers,  and  Jervis  Johnson,  such  as  the  various          
editions  of Epic	 	40k	, Bolt	 	Action,	  and  others.  Special   	  	     
mention,  however,  must  go  to  the  WW2  platoon  level          
combat  game Chain	 	of	 	Command	by  Richard  Clarke,  from   	 	 	     
which   these   rules   adapted   a   few   important   key   concepts.  

 
Third,  consolidate  the  text  to  make  it  easier  to  navigate  and            
more  accessible  for  new  players.  Some  of  the  rules  have           
also,  hopefully,  been  made  more  intuitive  to  understand,         
but  with  an  eye  on  avoiding  oversimpli�ication  of  the          
deeper  second  edition  mechanics  that  made  the  project         
appealing  in  the  �irst  place.  After  all,  if  you  want  an  overly             
streamlined  and  bland  game,  you  can  always  play  the          
current   of�icial   edition   of    Warhammer			40k	.  

 
Fourth,  address  balance  issues  between  different  factions        
and  unit  options,  without  stripping  out  the  narrative         
�lavour  that  makes  each  of  them  unique.  In  fact,  factions           
should   be   made   as   distinct   from   one   another   as   possible.  

 
Finally,  increase  the  amount  of  customization  available  to         
players,  so  they  can  represent  their  characters  and  armies          
on  the  tabletop  as  they  wish,  within  reason.  Kitbashing  and           
conversions  are  highly  encouraged  in  this  ruleset—you        
will  not  lose  out  on  access  to  wargear  just  because  it  didn’t             
come  in  the  model  kit.  Where  the  rules  do  place  some            
restrictions,  it  is  for  purposes  of  suiting  the  narrative  and           
encouraging   better   gameplay.  
  

	
Send  all  questions,  comments,  and  playtest  data  via  email          
to screamingnidanon@gmail.com .  If  you  are  sending       
playtest  results,  the  more  thorough  you  are,  the  more          
useful  they  will  be.  Include  the  complete  army  lists,  terrain           
layout,  and  as  much  of  a  turn-by-turn  breakdown  as  you           
can  manage.  Photos  would  be  excellent  if  you  can  provide           
them,   but   aren’t   required!  
 
Future  changes  to  this  document  will  be  in red  text ,  and            
will   be   summarized   here:  
 
CHANGELOG		
v1.00—Launch.  
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